The semantic interpretation of video sequences by computer is often formulated as probabilistically relating lowerlevelfeatures to higher-level states, constrained by a transition graph. Using Hidden Markov Models inference is efficient but time-in-state data cannot be included, whereas using Hidden Semi-Markov Models we can model duration but have ineffi cient inference. We present a new effi cient 0(T) algorithm for inference in certain HSMMs and show experimental results on video sequence interpretation in television footage to demonstrate that explicitly modelling timein-state improves interpretation performance.
Introduction
Many computer vision tasks, particularly image understanding tasks, boil down to questions about the temporal structures -composed from low-level 'object features' -that occur over a video sequence rather than the individual features themselves. For example, detecting that an individual is 'window-shopping' might be performed by looking for a characteristic pattern of the individual moving at walking speed and then stopping in front of shop windows; there is no simple, directly observable element in any individual frame that signifi es the activity window-shopping is occurring. Producing good interpretations requires combining both low-level image features and temporal structure.
The general temporal structure fi tting problem assigns a state (from a predefi ned set) to each frame based upon features extracted from both individual frames and runs of adjacent frames. These states often correspond to high-level notions of activity, e.g., walking, window-shopping, fi ghting, etc. In contrast, features extracted directly from the images are generally relatively low-level and often statistically based, e.g., inter-frame energy or bounding box motion. Even the deterministic features can generally be related to higher-level states only on a probabilistic level, so we want a modelling technique that maximises accuracy of inference by letting us combine the direct probabilistic relationships between features and states with as much other available knowledge (either a priori relationships or learned from training data).
We want to determine whether one out of a set of modelled behaviours occurs in the sequence, and if so output a detailed assignment of labels to individual frames. On-line reporting of important events and dynamic self-adjustment by the system, eg, camera servoing, make it desirable that the analysis algorithm performs inference incrementally as new frames are observed rather than batch processing complete sequences.
Hidden Markov Models (HMM) methods are traditionally used for this sort of problem, but they do not represent the time-in-state particularly well for video sequence analysis. Hidden Semi-Markov Models (HSMMs) do allow arbitrary distributions but don't generally have the O(T) algorithms needed for practical continuous video analysis. This paper describes a novel algorithm for effi cient inference when the temporal distributions satisfy a 'convex monotonicity' property.
Previous work. Algorithms for recognition of behaviour in video tend to be based upon distilling the contents of each frame into symbolic labels, then fi tting some form of generative probabilistic model relating high-level behaviours to the symbolic labels. Judgements about which kinds of structure are important for the applications considered lead to different generative models. At the simplest level, [20] describes a system for understanding snooker using a simple HMM after converting the sequence into events such as ball collisions and pottings.
A natural assumption is that there is a 'hierarchy of processes' occurring at different temporal granularities, so that multiple simple models can be trained to recognise each level of the hierarchy, rather than a complex model for the entire process. [18] develops the Layered HMM using this assumption and use it to recognise offi ce behaviour.
Another situation is modelling behaviours composed of interacting subprocesses, eg, [4] develops a Coupled HMM and recognises tai-chi actions from limb-tracking data. Interacting processes are particularly important when dealing with behaviour involving multiple people.
Although HMM-based models are most popular for behaviour understanding, there are at least two other approaches. Firstly, structure can be expressed instead using stochastic context free grammars. These are arguably more complicated models but are better for behaviours with extensive dependencies between the next state and states far in the past, eg, [14] models blackjack whilst [16] deals with car park behaviour. ( [10] uses a Variable Length HMM to deal with varying lengths of dependency on the past, retaining the effi ciency of the HMM for short-term dependencies.) Secondly, there are purely logic-based systems for behaviour understanding, eg, [3, 6, 21] . Logical reasoning is used extensively in other areas of Al, but it is open whether it is suffi ciently robust for video sequence analysis given the ambiguity in features extracted from images.
For video analysis the time in a state is often much longer than the sampling frequency, whereas a HMM favours shorter times-in-state (as explained in section 2). The HSMM model we use to counteract this is also used by [13] in their behaviour recogniser and [22] in their activity recognition and abnormality detection technique. The HSMM model is examined in extensive detail in [12] . This survey of applications is especially helpful on learning model parameters. However, the algorithms used previously for HSMMs are O(TD), where D is the longest time-in-state allowed; for parametric distributions this is unlimited, leading to an O(T2) algorithms, effectively limiting the length of video sequence which can be analysed. [15] is a survey of the various HSMM decoding algorithms. This states the fastest general decoding algorithm is given in [23] , which tackles the more general problem of inference in the presence of partially missing observation data.
The algorithms developed here are an application of existing dynamic programming algorithms developed for effi cient minimal-cost matching of DNA sequences [11, 7] . These solve a class of optimisation problems by exploiting the observation that, whilst in its general form the dynamic programming solution has high computational complexity, the cost functions used in practice are often 'convex' or 'concave', which can be used to give algorithms of lower complexity. The applicability of this dynamic programming approach to HSMMs is non-obvious because they seek to minimise additive costs whereas the basic formulation of probabilistic models is in terms of maximising products. However, the connection emerges when the HSMM model is converted to 'negated log probabilities'. Models based on transition graphs. If, for each state si, we know the probability P(s Isi) of each transition allowed by the graph, we could incorporate this into the inference process and thus compute a more accurate probability of a given interpretation. To complete this we have to handle remaining in the same state between adjacent timesteps. An obvious solution is to require a state transition at each timestep and add 'transition to same state' edges to the behaviour graph with appropriate probabilities; in terms of the Markov assumption this makes present mean 'current frame'. The probability of observing features flT with interpretation S1:T is then P(fl:T, Sl:
where st is the particular state assigned at time t, a:b denotes a, .. ., b-1 and likewise Xa:b=Xa, * Xb-1-(The prior probability of the initial state P(si) complicates formulae and could be avoided with an artifi cial start state whose transition probabilities encode the prior on the true initial state.) This is the standard Hidden Markov Model (HMM) [19] . Eq 1 shows the split into feature-and transition-based terms, whilst Eq 2 & Eq 3 shuffle terms to highlight the Markov property that the state for the new frame depends only on the new observation, the state for the present timestep and the overall probability of the state sequence so far.
One answer to the question 'what should one use as the values for the hidden states S1:T when observation sequence fl:T is seen?' is the sequence S1:T which maximises the probability P(flT, Sl:T) in Eq 1. This has the advantage over other answers that S1:T obeys the transition constraints embodied in the transition graph. The recursive structure of Eq 3 is useful because it can be seen that the maximum value of P(fl:T, Sl:T) in Eq 1 for a particular choice of ST_1 occurs for the choice of P(f:T-S1:T-1 )P(ST ST-) with maximal value. This means that standard dynamic programming techniques [1, 19] can be used to perform this maiximisation incrementally taking O(S2T) time overall. This maximisation process is known as inference or decoding.
However there is one assumption in this model which is not immediately obvious. By direct calculation we can see that the prior probability of staying in state s' for exactly T steps is P(si si)T(1_P(si si)). Thus in a HMM the self-transition probability is really a parameter which tunes the prior geometric distribution [5] over the time in the current state. (A range of geometric distributions are shown in Fig 2d. ) There are many situations where this is a reasonable model, particularly if the observation frequency is close to the typical time in the state, but it is often desirable to have a model which allows specifying different temporal priors, particularly if the observation frequency is much higher than the typical time in state.
This can be achieved by using an additional probability distribution P(t s):=P(spent exactly t timesteps in state state iss) (4) instead of adding the self-transitions. These are assumed to be full distributions with non-zero (but increasingly small) probabilities for arbitrarily large durations. The probability of a sequence of observations is then composed from the probabilities of the transitions, state durations and features. This model is called a Hidden SemiMarkov Model (HSMM) (also known as an explicit duration HMM) [8, 17] where the equivalent of Eq 2 is the joint probability of the observations and the division of the sequence into intervals in a given state, ie, so . These have a rough characteristic shape where the probability of a given duration rises quickly to a most likely duration, then tails off signifi cantly more slowly, a poor fi t with the set of shapes obtained with a geometric distribution. The obvious approach is to model the duration distribution using an empirical histogram. However, because each sample comes from a segment comprising perhaps tens of frames obtaining suffi cient training data to adequately populate the histogram is diffi cult. Although we could try histogram smoothing, we choose instead to model the distribution with a parametric distribution. Two advantages are that we automatically generate a smooth distribution from the data and can accommodate prior knowledge about the likely time-in-state via priors on the parameters. We argue that using a roughly appropriately shaped parametric distribution is acceptable when training data is limited, even though we don't know if the 'true' generating distribution is in the chosen family. (An argument could be made for possible multi-modality in these distributions, which might suggest a mixture model, but with at most 100-200 examples per class -from a 12,500 frame ground truth -a meaningful conclusion cannot be drawn about this.)
To choose the parametric family, observe that the timein-state is restricted to positive values and the empirical distributions in Fig 2 are noticeably asymmetric around the where z is some constant >1 and normalizing constant Z is equal to 13F(-+ )/z. (As we use different distribution parameters for each state s the normalising constants do not cancel.) The plots in Fig 2 show examples of geometric, gaussian and modifi ed gamma distributions; it is clear that the modifi ed gamma is the most similar to the empirical plots.
Fitting parameters given training data is complicated since even with 100-200 examples there are still areas of low sample density and wide variation between adjacent time points. Although we attempted to fi t distributions automatically, the restricted number of samples resulted in curves distorted by the requirements of fi tting against the inadequately sampled right-hand tails of the histograms; consequently we fi tted appropriate looking distributions manually for our experiments. More extensive ground truth datasets would enable automatic fi tting of the distributions.
Computing the most likely HSMM decoding of a sequence
The activity recognition process is formulated as fi nding the most likely sequence of states according to the HSMM pa-
rameters. An O(S2T2) HSMM most-likely sequence inference algorithm which works with arbitrary duration distributions is given in [17] . This time complexity essentially arises because at each timestep a maximisation has to be performed not only over all states for the previous timestep but also all possible lengths of time in that state. This quadratic behaviour is infeasible when working with long video sequences (large T), so we develop an O(S2T) algorithm (adapting [11] ) by fi rst showing the key step in inference is deciding between different segmentations ending at the same time, then show how this can be tackled effectively using structure within the HSMM model.
HSMM inference as optimal segmentation. For the standard HMM the natural view of inference is that of assigning states at each time, whereas for the HSMM inference is most naturally viewed as segmenting the sequence into intervals with a common state. We want to fi nd the best division into segments using an algorithm which is recursive in that the optimal segmentation of a sequence can be computed using the optimal divisions of its prefi xes. Figure 3 : two potential segmentations, both of which transition to a fi nal the same fi nal state s only influence from the previous segments comes from the total probability of that previous state and the time at which the transition to the present state occurred. This is illustrated by Fig 3, where the top line indicates the timeline in state s, whilst the other two lines show two segmentations which switch to s for the fi nal block. The dashed segments on the left indicate the best probability previous segmentations (where we will see below the exact details of which don't matter). So the basic task is to decide between two such segmentations, both of which fi nish in a segment in state s at time t-1. Structure in HSMM probabilities. We will show that, with a standard 'naive Bayes' assumption on features P(fab S) = Hb_1 P(fi s), which of two segmentations ending in s is best doesn't depend on the feature data in their common suffix.
To do this we compare the probabilities of two hypothesised segmentations which have the common feature of both fi nishing at time t-1 in a segment in state s. (A schematic illustration shown in Fig 3. ) In one case this fi nal segment begins at time a with and has a probability Ph, P(fl:a toa) for a hypothesised segmentation toa for the initial sequence fl a. (Fig 3 shows the previous history before the transition being in a state s' but the key point is that the only factor affecting the calculations is the probability P(fl a to-a)). We have a second sequence which transitions to s at time b (where a<b) and has hypothesised segmentation to-b for fl:b with probabilityPh2=P(fl:b to_b).
Then the full segmentations including the fi nal segment have probabilities Ph/1-P(fi:t to_a, s during a:t) (9) P(fl:a to_a)P(fas)*... P(fbs)*... P(ft s)P(t-a|s) PhiP(fas) ... P(fbs) ... P(ft s)P(t-a s) Ph'.-P(fi:t tob, s during b:t) (10) Ph2 P(fb I... *P(ft s)P(t-b|s) If our sequence ended at time t we would choose the larger of Phl and P as the most likely sequence. Notice that both expressions have common terms Eq 9 and 10; defi ning K := P(sifb) P(ftIs) (12) (13) the rhs of equations 9 & 10 become C1KP(t-a s) & P/2:=C2KP(t-b s) respectively, so that K is the probability of observations falling within the common suffi x of the fi nal segments in state s in Fig 3) . The key is to now consider what happens if we extend the fi nal segment of both possibilities (shown by the dashed lines on the right in Fig 3) , remaining in the same state s, so they now end at a time t+t': P(fi:t+t± |to-a, s during a:t+t') CiKP(ft+ t
Is) ..P(ft+t s)P(t-a+t'ss)
CjKK'P(t-a+t' Is (14) ( 15) where we defi ne K: =P(ft+±1 s)... P(ft+t, Is). Likewise P(fi:t+tt |to-b, s during b:t+t') C2KP(ft+1 s) P(ft+t, s)P(t-b+t' s) C2KKIP(t-b+t' Is) (16) 
We see the additional feature-dependent terms are again common to both expressions. The inference algorithms will proceed through the sequence fi nding the largest probability for the various combinations of fi nal segment length and label. From these equations we can see that, in determining which of Eq 14 & 16 is larger we can cancel the common term KK' (regardless of its precise value) and thus need only compare C,P(t-a+t' s) with C2P(t-b+t' s). Thus we have a slightly simpler optimisation problem, but we can really exploit this if we additionally require that the duration distribution P(t s) is concave monotonic, i.e., C,P(t-als) < C2P(t-bls) X C,P(t-a+t'ls) < C2P(t-b+t'ls) (18) for t'>O and arbitrary constants Ci and C2. This intuitively states that 'given two segmentations ending in the same state at a common time, once they have been extended with new frames' data until the longer segmentation has a lower probability, then it will always have a lower probability as both segmentations are further extended over the feature sequence'. If their probabilities we can detect the point at which Eq 18 becomes valid and then deduce some segementations which can never give optimal solutions in the future regardless of the sequence's stopping point or the new feature data; via this means most segmentations can be discarded. (We still need to compute the probabilities of those possibilities that we do keep using all the terms, but we can rule out some possibilities no matter what future feature values are observed using only the values C1 and C2 and the time t at which Eq 18 fi rst becomes true.)
To relate this to the dynamic programming algorithms of [11, 7] , we take negated log-probabilities, so Eq 18 becomes convex monotonicity:
=>log(C2/C,)+L, (t-a+t') > Ls (t-b+t') (19) where Ls(T)=-log(T s). Thus we can work in the logprobability domain, which removes most of the underflow problems that occur with large products of probabilities. Convex Figure 7 : Typical frames and discriminative image patches (fi nal row, different scale) for the breakfast TV sequence discarding intervals until one is found where the domination point falls within its.
A detailed overview of the algorithm for fi nding the most probable sequence segmentation is shown in Fig 5, Fig 6 shows the raw feature output and graph b shows the most likely HSMM decoding for a typical random dataset. For a large number of random runs we used Monte-Carlo methods around the found HSMM to sample similar solutions around the produced output state sequence and checked that each variation had a higher negated logprobability, thus verifying our algorithm found the correct (ie, most likely) solution. Finally the table in Fig 6 shows the good linear agreement between theoretical value -ST and the number of insertions/deletions on the queues. (The difference #ins-#dels is the number of intervals on the various queues when the sequence ends.)
Real data.
For our real-world experiments we used footage from a British breakfast television programme, since long sequences of -21/4 hours are easily obtainable and there is a strong structure to the broadcast. We took fi ve MPEG enocoded video sequences and extracted every 50th frame (i.e., 2 seconds). Fifteen labels were chosen and the appropriate transition structures found (shown in Fig 1) . After hand-labelling we could then learn transition probabilities and duration distributions for both a standard HMM and a HSMM.
Low-level features were obtained by fi rst creating a training set of frames and repeatedly selecting large sets of random patches with locations in the images and computing Sum of Absolute Difference values with other frames in the set. Blocks were then assigned to the class for which they gave lowest score and a 1-dimensional kernel density estimate [2] for each class produced. On the test sequence these patches and models were then used to produce likelihoods P(f s) of each image given the state label. The likelihoods were then combined to give probabilities of the image being in each class. Finally the state labels for the whole sequence was computed using the HMM and HSMM algorithms.
We compared our algorithm and the HMM model's match with the ground truth over each of the fi ve sequences, with the results for two sequences shown in 8. The top row shows the ground truth (again plotting the numeric state label at each time), the middle row the HMM decoding and the bottom row the HSMM labellings for two of the datasets. Some additional artifacts can be seen in the HMM decoding due to its inability to model durations. The table shows the percentage of correct labellings for each of the 5 sequences for both approaches. (The values are high because many of the correlation blocks correspond to highly distinctive information like on-screen graphics which provides a very strong data cue over signifi cant portions of the input sequence, thus diminishing the importance of the temporal structure.) Nevertheless, the HSMM has labelled a higher percentage of frames correctly. The practical runtimes of both algorithms were essentially the same.
The advantages of a HSMM over a HMM would greater if we extracted every frame from the footage, since two sec- 
Conclusions & future work
We reviewed the Hidden Markov Models and Hidden SemiMarkov Models and showed the duration-in-state distributions for the TV datasets is better well modelled by a standard HSMM model. This paper's key contribution is an algorithm for effi cient inference in HSMMs with convex monotone duration distributions in the case of naive Bayes features and suitable duration distributions. In future we intend to apply these algorithms to the task of understanding surveillance footage with the context of the CAVIAR vision project [9] .
